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WORD MEANINGS 

Stare A long fixed look on something with eyes wide open  . 
 

Boughs Main branches of  a tree . 
 

Woods  
 

An area of trees , smaller than a forest . 

Streams  A small river . 

 

Glance  A brief or hurried look . 

 

Leisure  Free time . 
 

Broad   Having distances longer than usual from side to side ; 

Wide  

 

WORD SYNONYMS: 

Woods  Grove ; Woodland . 

Care  Responsibility ; Worries . 

Stare  Gaze ; Gape ; Peer ; Goggle . 

Boughs  Branches ; Stems . 

Streams   Brooks ; Creeks ; Rivulets . 

Enrich  Enhance ; Boost ; Heighten . 

 

WORD ANTONYMS 
Hide  Show . 

Broad   Narrow . 

Full  Empty 

Smile  
 

 Frown ; Scowl . 

 

 

 



QUESTIONS (SET-1):- 

QUESTIONS ANSWERS 

What is the most important theme of this poem ? The most important thing of all other themes of the 

poem leisure . We are too busy to enjoy our 

surroundings and nature .  We must give ourselves the 

free time to enjoy the beautiful . 

What does the poet condemn in this poem? The poet condemns our life that is full of care and 
worries which leave no free time for us to stand for a 
while and look at the beauties of nature. 
 

What does the author want people to stare at and gain 
from it? 

The poet wants us to gaze stare at everything 

surrounding us like squirrels hiding nuts in grass, 

streams full of stars, skies at night ,  dancer’s feet etc.  

So as to get real joy and pleasure. 

What are the things, as mentioned in the poem, that we 
overlook? 
 

As mentioned in the poem, the things we overlook are 
the boughs , the squirrel hiding nuts ,  the star studded 
streams ,  feet of the dancer and his smile etc.  
 

What do we miss out while we pass woods? 
 

We miss out the big beautiful sight of squirrels hiding 
nuts, while we pass woods. 
 

What does the poet mean to say by saying “streams full 

of stars”? 

 

The poet wants to say that in the broad daylight we 

don’t turn our eyes towards the star like sparkle in the 

streams. This sight, he compares with the night sky full 

of stars. 

 

What do we fail to see of a beauty? 

 

Here beauty is used for a beautiful dancer. the poet 

says ,  we are so busy that we don’t even appreciate the 

fact that how beautifully they dancer dances . 

 

What connection does the poet establish between 

mouth and eyes of the dancer? 

 

The poet has established a very beautiful connection 

between the mouth and the eyes of a dancer . He says 

her mouth enhances the smile that is begun by her eyes 

. And he also says that we don’t even wait to see that 

happening . 

Why does the poet Consider a life full of care as poor? 

 

The poet considers a life full of care is a poor life as we 

do not enjoy the treasure of nature's beauty.  We give 

importance to artificial happiness of life so much so 

that we turn our blind eyes towards the real joys and 

happiness that exist in nature . 

 

 

 

 


